Abstract

These days, billions of Web pages are created with HTML or other markup languages. They only have a few uniform structures and contain various authoring styles compared to traditional text-based documents. However, users usually focus on a particular section of the page that presents the most relevant information to their interest. Therefore, Web documents classification needs to group and filter the pages based on their contents and relevant information. Many researches on Web mining report on mining Web structure and extracting information from web contents. However, they have focused on detecting tables that convey specific data, not the tables that are used as a mechanism for structuring the layout of Web pages. Case modeling of tables can be constructed based on structure abstraction. Furthermore, Ripple Down Rules (RDR) is used to implement knowledge organization and construction, because it supports a simple rule maintenance based on case and local validation.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, a great number of web documents are created and published to the Internet world with a variety of styles and information for users. The content from Web documents has lots of information from different types of fields and they are designed for diverse groups of aimed users. Thus, Web content’s extraction and analysis become more challenging due to the growing number of online accessible Web documents and the density of the content’s organization. The pages use a more complex structure for the design and present their information in various Web styles using numerously available Web editors. Web content’s extraction and analysis are very important processes in the information retrieval system, Web classification and monitoring system. Due to the current trend of layout design of Web pages, most information is divided in according to contents’ nature: navigation, main content, auxiliary information. Out of the various layout practices, the more accurate detection of main content area means the more accurate classification or monitoring of information.

For Web classification, many people use techniques that retrieve and extract the data from Web content and classify them based on keyword categorization. However, some researchers have done their work on the Web structure analysis scope for Web documents classification. Their works related to research on Web table structure and representation of HTML hierarchy. Based on the analysis, an abstraction of layout structure can be done and it makes the interpretation of Web layout structure easier. Abstraction knowledge can be represented in many ways. Common type of representation of abstraction knowledge is “rule-type” that makes the knowledge become generalized to different situations. This study contributes an analysis-based approach to Web’s structure understanding for Web document’s section classification. This work also produces a case model with a set of rules that represent abstraction knowledge of Web’s structure. The case modeling is used for classification which is one of the important parts in section monitoring systems.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Web Classification

Web documents are more difficult to analyze than normal text documents, because they use evocative language instead of using descriptive languages [10]. Therefore, it contains some noises that make the content’s detection more complex and requires sophisticated techniques to enhance the effectiveness of document classification.

Most of the users need to focus on the information that fits their interest only and some unsuitable content has to be ignored or filtered out. It is believed that 99% of the information on the Web is of no interest to the 99% of the people [2]. Unsuitable contents on Web pages that provide a unrelated information to users can be detected by monitoring systems that check predefined Web pages and prompt users when there are changes in these pages [6].

Many researchers implement MCRDR knowledge acquisition for classification, filtering as well as monitoring systems [6, 7]. As MCRDR is successfully
implemented for creating knowledge base for Web information management, the idea of case based knowledge is suitable for creating a model for Web documents to improve the classification process.

### 2.2 Detecting structure in HTML documents

There are several techniques that can be used to detect layout structure in HTML documents. Tables and frames are two components that are commonly used to organize the contents of Web documents. Thus, a table or frame detection technique is required to give a view of Web page layout for an analyzing process. Many developers prefer to use tables rather than frames to design the Web page’s layout. Even though frames can provide added context and consistency during navigation, they have several serious problems that are related to screen real estate, page model, the speed of the display and the complexity of web design [8]. Therefore, several researchers have reported their work in table mining due to the efficiency and the popularity of tables for Web page layout structure [1, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13].

Based on the common structure of Web page layout, the most important section of a Web page can be detected because many Web pages have a similar structure in terms of screen width, and small font size to fit into only one page. They also create a wider column in the middle page for main text. These factors were mentioned by Palme and he defined three main sections on common Web pages; main text in the middle column, navigation information on the left and additional reading connected to main text in the right column [5].

### 2.3 Section monitoring and table mining

Users need to classify which section has the most important content to be viewed. Some sections in Web pages are only for irrelevant information to the main topic of user’s need: advertisements, unimportant links, pictures and other information that are unrelated to the user’s interest [10]. Every section has its own characteristics that need to be identified in order to monitor particular sections containing useful information. As the table is the main element of Web page layout design, table understanding in Web documents is the most important step in section identification process. Tables are constructed to give a structure for Web page layout and to present information in an efficient way. There are two types of tables that have been defined; genuine tables are used for conveying the logical relations among the cells and non-genuine tables only used as a technique for categorizing the Web contents for simple viewing only [11].

Many researchers have reported on their work on Web table detection. However, most of them were focused on extracting information from tables in Web documents, thus they did more testing on genuine tables instead of non-genuine tables [4, 12, 13]. For the section monitoring, both types of tables are considered to be examined because the purpose of identifying a specific section to be monitored is not only applied for the data from specific tables in Web documents but for the important part from the whole contents. Yang and Luk [12] developed a framework for comprehensively analyzing the structural aspects of Web table and gave an explanation of how rules can be derived to classify a given tables. This mining process starts with understanding of the HTML tables and followed by table recognition by filtering the HTML texts before analyze the structure of the tables.

There has been other research on Web table mining that proposed a systematic way to mine tables from large scale of HTML texts [1]. They discussed table filtering, table recognition, table interpretations and application of table extraction. Therefore, they employed the tags and information in table cells as main components for recognizing and interpreting the tables.

There are some issues involved if complexities of tables are to be utilized [4]. Internal cell structures in some cases are used to provide internal structure instead of delimitating a single cell in the table. Some other issues are split cell, errors that mostly happened when developers using HTML tool to position document elements, omissions in HTML, constraint that related to rendering algorithm and reconstruction HTML with incorrect tables.

### 3. Implementation

#### 3.1 The analysis of Web document layout

The objective of an analysis of Web document layout is to specify the common structures of Web layout that can be found in various online Web documents. Using this analysis, it is possible to define a standard area in a page such as the header, footer and main section that contains the most important information out of the other sections in Web documents. The most important part for Web page layout analysis is the structure analysis. It has been used as a base for Web documents content extraction program and information mining. It is the best way to segment the Web pages into sections or zones that can be classified into certain groups. Since tables are used frequently in Web documents, the structure analysis focuses more on table understanding and its interpretation based on a table tree or its hierarchy.

Although many Web designers design pages according to similar standard principles, some of them prefer to present their Web page in a different style of layout.
Thus, it creates a problem of non-standard Web document’s style and construction.

The table understanding task has been grouped into two sub tasks; table detection and table decomposition. Every page has a number of sections or zones of contents. A zone content’s classification presents as a second important role in Web document layout analysis. It depends on the successful table detection method that was used as the first step in the analysis. There are two common strategies for zone content’s classification. First strategy uses the rule-based/grammar-driven algorithm and another one uses statistical-based approach. We choose a rule-based approach which uses a set of rules of the grammar to derive decisions of monitoring sections in Web pages. We use features in HTML documents to construct rules for classification. These features are derived from HTML feature’s analysis including the table structure detection and interpretation.

3.2 Table detection

Tables are the most flexible layout system for designing Web documents. However, as the table gets larger, it becomes more complex and sophisticated, and the code becomes even more difficult to read. The structure of Web page layout is a construction of HTML elements that can be presented as a hierarchical model. This is because complex tables are usually created as nested tables. The table-tree detection is done by extracting the HTML features from each document.

In our study we need to find features in both groups of tables, genuine and non-genuine, that provide significant separation between the important section and the unimportant section that has to be monitored. One of the processes in table detection is detecting features of each table in the structure. We use HTML tags analysis to extract the attributes from HTML documents. There are various kinds of tags and variations that can be used to create a layout of Web pages. Researchers who have done their table mining and classification were concerned about the use of <TR> and <TD> tags to count the average number of rows and columns in a table using a complex table ground truth program. However, we do not compute that layout features as we can compute another simple attributes to detect significant zones or sections. We measure the cell length in terms of number of characters.

Another group of features is the content type feature. The content within the table can be many different types of content such as images, hyperlinks, forms, strings, scripts, etc. Normally, the main section of the layout for an informative Web page is more likely to contain alphabetical strings than images or forms and fewer hyperlinks. Thus, they can be differentiated from the other sections that provide other information which is not important for common users.

The third group extracted from HTML tags analysis is keyword features. We identify several groups of common keywords that can be found from common news Web pages layout. Keywords are still important although we focus on structure classification because keywords can be assigned as the values of some attributes such as class name and table id.

3.3 Section monitoring of layout classification

We collect a set of data within a specific domain and choose informative or news Web pages as a domain of data collection for this study. Then we extract the table rank and composition and generate a table tree that presents the tables in a hierarchy structure. Many of the Web pages have the same pattern of layout but they use a different number of tables as the structure and use a different arrangement of the tables’ hierarchy. Therefore, we also search a group of keywords that can be identified in the important sections or some keywords that are not relevant to the users. We have discussed about detecting the other features in the previous section.

3.4 Structure abstraction

In a news-Web assessment, we can abstract all the Web document structure into a number of patterns. This abstraction can be used to manage with the complexity of the structures which are using various ways of table construction. The next task is a task of matching the abstracted case against the decision knowledge. The assessment criteria will be compared to the abstracted structured available. Then a decision is the result of the matching. Abstraction knowledge can be represented using a “rule type” [9]. The rule expressions are depending on the value of the operand which set to be the standards for numeric or non numeric attributes.

In a Web section monitoring domain, the decision rules are not simple. It cannot be the final decision by getting true for all criteria for a certain case. If the table construction is simple and used less than 10 tables, we can use a simple rule that matches easily and achieve a correct decision. However if more tables are used, then more rules have to be matched. Otherwise the wrong section of layout will be monitored. Therefore, we come out with another simple solution by comparing the cell length or character size for each table. The largest cell or table that has a maximum number of characters is defined as the main and important section among the others.
3.5 Case modeling approach for classification

We use the RDR approach to maintain the consistency of rule creation. It is a simple way of acquiring knowledge accessible to an end-user. Experimental methods used in this study are divided into two main categories.

- Pre-processing
  - collect a set of cases (i.e. Web documents)
  - extract attributes from HTML data
  - create empty RDR knowledge base

- Processing
  - get the next case
  - get a conclusion drawn by rules
  - ask the expert, if agreed with the drawn conclusion, get another case and back to the first step.
  - if the expert doesn’t agree with the conclusion, identify the last satisfied rule and attach a new rule to the true or false branch of the last evaluated rule.
  - back to the beginning

We extract a number of attributes during the pre-processing stage. However, some of the attributes were identified from new cases during the processing stage. The extracted attributes are from structure features such as links and heading tags and word group features including the size of characters and keywords groups. Keyword detection is also important in the experiment. In spite of extracting the structure attribute from the HTML source, we also search for a number of keywords that are essential to give an expression about attributes.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Analysis of common layout of Web documents

There are about five common layout structures that are usually used by news Website designers. The most popular layout has three columns or vertical sections and two horizontal sections for the header and footer. This layout has the main text in the middle column, navigation or menu information in the left column and additional information related to main column in the right column. However, some designers had tried to have different arrangement by placing the navigation menu in the right column or in some other ways. For this study, we collected 67 pages and 28 Web pages (42%) are categorized in this pattern. The minimum number of tables that were used to create the structure of this pattern is only three tables but it can be more than 90 tables or greater if the designers create many sub sections and tables for images. 33 pages out of 67 have tables of somewhere between 7 and 51 and are evenly distributed. From this analysis, we can say that it is difficult to classify Web pages into different patterns of layout based on the number of tables composed for layout structure.

4.2 Different classification factor

Another analysis that has been done in this research is classification by ranks of a table tree. Most of Web pages have nested tables in their structure. Those tables can be represented as a tree and we can categorize them by their ranks or levels. Many designers used only one or three tables in the first rank. One table is used as a main frame to the whole structure and the second level has three or four tables. They used three tables to assign the top table as a header or banner section, the second table as main text and the third table as a footer that has usually a copyright and contact information section. Normally, there are no more nested tables in the first and third tables, only the second table which is the main section contains some other tables for other sub sections. Most of Web pages used for this experiment have the maximum size of characters for their main text column or section. However, some sub sections in that column are not supposed to be monitored because of the highly possible cases of advertisement, poll or vote section or unimportant list of hyperlinks. Classification by the number of table in first rank and maximum length of character are two basic elements for rule’s construction.

4.3 Rules and case model

Experiments have been done to 2,276 tables from 65 Web pages. These experiments used a simple program that detect tables from Web pages and classify them into a table tree structure. After that, it records the attributes from HTML documents in a database and uses them to check with the available rules created. We as the experts have to decide whether the table is correctly classified into their categories or the decision is correct. For this experiment, only two conclusions are defined; monitor or do not monitor the section or specifically conclude for every table in the Web page structure. The main purpose of choosing RDR is to ensure that any modifications leave the rule consistent.

There are several steps used in this experiment. The experiment was started from collecting data for training and testing and ending up with a set of accuracy graph and a set of rules presented as RDR tree structure. From the table tree, the program compares the ranks between the tables collected. First rank tables are not necessary to be trained because most of Web page’s designers set three or four tables in first rank of the table’s structure. Size of
characters in each table is one of the main attributes used for building a started rule in this experiment. Most of the attributes are collected during pre-processing and some are added after the rules are modified.

Keywords are the collection of some words that commonly used for section headings. They are represented in a strong or bigger font size than other isolated text in the Web page. They can be detected in the summary columns or tables within middle section in most of news Web pages. Another similar attribute is an image link which is the name of image that is used as hyperlinks to detail the contents. Both of them are important components to distinguish the section that summarized the latest information from the other sections that are not essential to be monitored.

Some sections are relatively easy to classify as unimportant sections such as menu column, search subsection, archive column, shopping part and etc. In those sub sections, they contain such common keywords that can be found and we can use them as a value of an attribute for cases in building rules. Some images also can be categorized as a component in a less important part of the Web page documents. Therefore we also collect these images’ name to train the rule. In some Web pages, a bold style for main or updated issues is used to enhance the expressiveness that draws user’s attention to that section.

Another attribute is a class name which is used in a style sheet. Some designers create arbitrary classes of their own. Style sheets specify text, background colours or some other styles for content in HTML document. Therefore we can check the class name in order to identify the important section in Web pages because they usually define a significant name related to the categories of the section.

Table id is also selected as one of the attributes, since some designers assign particular tables with their own specific ids.

A character or text length is another useful attribute that provides information about the criteria of each section. We also define tables that have no characters except the HTML tags as a table for aligning the structure of Web page layout or the table specified for images only.

The distinctive flavour of web pages is a hyperlink attribute which has the ability to move around from one page to another in the web site or another location. Usually there are fewer hyperlinks in the main content section compared to menu column or other related sections. Thus, we calculate the number of links in each table and put the number as one of the attribute in case within the rules.

We also extract a heading text as one of the attributes. Headings appear larger than the body text. Heading tag is range from <h1> to <h6>. Heading tags are always resided in the main section because it emphasizes the appearance of the text as well as the content.

### 4.4 Knowledge model

Our training data set has 58 pages with 2,077 tables and testing data set has 7 pages with 199 tables. We did not use all of the collected data because a few of them are not suitable to be a case in training or testing process. We extract the attributes from this data during pre-processing and some of them are detected from a new case during the training process, we then use them to build a knowledge model. We present the specifically defined knowledge model as a case model using RDR tree structure construction. RDR is a special case of decision trees for reasoning with default and it is successfully used to maintain the consistency of the rules created. With RDR, we organize the knowledge base as lists of rules. The system checks the conditions of the main list and sub-list rules until a case is satisfied then the conclusions of the last rule are used.

The knowledge model is built based on a rule type which represents the dependencies between the concepts. We create logical statements that express about an attribute’s value of a case and indicate some heuristic relationship between domain expressions. For this reason, we specify a connection between antecedent and the consequent for each rule type. In this study, one case can have more conditions with one conclusion by training a combination of several rules.

A knowledge base contains instances of domain-knowledge types such as concepts, relations and rule types. We only create a manifestation rule for a section monitoring knowledge base. Our knowledge base is not completed during analysis and the knowledge model is still not stable enough. This is shown after we analyse the accuracy of rule’s set. Results of the training and testing phase are shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Classification accuracy of section monitoring knowledge base](image-url)
Given a set of Web documents contain tables; the accuracy of the first rule is about 74.7%. The highest accuracy is 94.8% while 9 rules were tested. The more rules are established, the more stable they are and more cases are satisfied during the final stage of training process. The possibility of the rules to create more incorrect conclusions for testing data is higher if new rules that contain more irrelevant attributes are added. A good case selection for training and testing process is also one of the factors that affect the rule’s performance.

5. Conclusion

The result from this study assured that a different way of abstract case can improve classification of Web documents. An abstract case can be presented as a rule type knowledge model that gives an expression about an attribute value of concept. The discussion in this study focuses on Web structure abstraction which is feasible to be used in Web documents classification particularly for section monitoring.

The study shows that the success or the accuracy of a knowledge model may be affected by irrelevant attributes that are used to create an abstract case. It is acknowledged that a good set of cases will lead to a good and compact set of rules. Ripple down rules (RDR) guarantees to offer a simple way of acquiring knowledge and maintains the construction of a rules set. However, the cases used by RDR tend to be historical cases. They sometimes have non-significant attributes that make the knowledge base construction slow and delayed to mature. The conclusion of this study is that the abstract case can improve the classification with the use of a good set of data and significant approach of knowledge acquisition.

In the future implementation, as well as finding a better approach and a good set of cases, we also need to improve the algorithm of data extraction to acquire more relevant attributes in each case. For this scope of study, we found that mathematical and statistical methods are very useful for achieving more features from Web documents.
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